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*****.This series presents a revolutionary method of learning
Sanskrit, suitable for the modern mind which needs a
systematic, logical, and visual presentation of grammar rules.
All examples are sourced from Vedanta scriptures. The series is
not only suitable for beginners, but it can also serve as a good
reference book for those who have studied Sanskrit grammar
before. Volume 1: After completing this book, one can
systematically read Sanskrit sentences by identifying verbs,
nouns, vibhakti, and kaaraka. Contents: 1. Letters - Alphabet
Chart - Phonetics - Guna Vrtti 2. Overview of the Sanskrit
Language - The building blocks of Sanskrit language (sentence,
word, stem, suffix, etc., ) 3. Factors of Action (kaaraka) - Basic
concepts of kaaraka - Description of 6 Kaarakas (agent, object,
instrument, recipient, origin, locus of action) 4. Verbs (Tinanta) -
Basic concepts of tinanta (verbal root, tin-suffix, tense mood,
voice, person and number) - Formation of verbs (conjugation) in
each tense and voice - Upasarga (verbal prefix) 5. Meaning of
Case Endings (vibhakti-artha) - Basic concepts of vibhakti -
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The most e ective pdf i possibly read. It is amongst the most amazing publication i actually have go through. You are
going to like the way the author publish this pdf.
-- Chelsea  Dur g a n PhD-- Chelsea  Dur g a n PhD

I actually started o  looking over this pdf. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . B er tr a nd Ander son DDS-- Mr . B er tr a nd Ander son DDS
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